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PREFACE
Histories of Essex have been written trom cultural, ecclesiastical,
economic or political viewpoints but no study ot Essex has been conducted that
has dealt with the attempt ot the Privy Council to exercise complete control
over the count;r 80 as to prevent the possibili t;r ot a Spanish invasion during
the reign ot Queen Elizabeth I.

The purpose ot this paper theretore has been

to illustrate this view by pointing out the various means the Council employed
to dominate E88ex.
No paper has ever been written without the assistance of 80meone, and
in my case, this paper would never have been written without the continuous
help of Protessor William R. Trimble.

To him lowe an invaluable debt ot

gratitude tor his patience and his aid in helping me write this paper.
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IN'rRODtTCTION
The maritiM oount,.

ot Ia.x is looated in fIOutheutern England. It i.

bordered on the south b,. the Ri...er TbaJles and on the east lq the North Sea.
During the reip of Queen Ilisab.th I, it. interior was for the _.t part a
patchwork quilt of UJle...eDl1 shaped low-lying fields, while exteriorl1 marshlands
oo....red the sparsely populated coastal area exoept for the wool manufacturing
and tishing port toWDS of Harwioh, Colohester and Haldon.

Cheluford, a town

pinpointed at the geographio heart of the 00Ullt7 was the political tooal point
for it was there that the oourts of ANize and Quarter Sessions regularly 1111
pl...nted the orders of the Que.n and the Pri,.,. COUllcil.
During the reip of the first Tudors, HelU'7 VII, BeBr1 VIII, Edward VI

and Mary (1485-1558>, I8sex had a distinp1.hed h1atOl"'7 of opposition to the
R07al go....rnment.

The lower socio-econolllic sroupa in the oount,. were aUenated

b7 the .nolo.ure sove.nt while the different reUgious seots w.re .stranged b7
the ••ta.u..haent of a state religion.
oppoeition and were not 418111a7ed.

N.....rthel••s. the early Tudors expect.d

But. noallH of the friotion that dey.loped

during the reip of lli.nth between Catholio Spain and Prot.stant England,
the go...ermunt ohanged its attitude.

It oould not afford di.oontent to b.

l"Ioioed for fear that the ...el"'7 destruction of England oould be generat.d thereb,..
r,t'his fear on the part of the Pri...,. Oounoil was rend.red .'Nn IIOre acute by
!:r.ason of the strat.gio location of the OOUllt,..

~x Reoord Offioe, Ia.x COUl'lt,. Council Publioatiol18 No.
tlizabethaD . . .x. pp. 2-6.

,

34,

Essex was not very extensive in terms of its physical contour.

Not more

than fifty miles separated the southwestern section where London was located.
from the south and northeastern areas where the port boroughs of Harwich,Maldon
and Colchester were situated.

Moreover. it was not too distant from these ports

that direct and accessible routes were provided to the Spanish-controlled Low
Countries.

Theoretically and practically, therefore, London was primarily sus-

ceptible to a Spanish invasion from the Low Countries

.!!!. Essex

county.

2

Queen

IElizabeth alw~s believed that it there ever were an invasion. it would be
through Essex and tor her and her Council, the safety of England was contingent
upon the status of Easex.

Just as the English IlOnarchy saw that it was to

Spain's advantage to initiate, foster and capitalize on an:r and all discontent
in Essex, so also that Tudor monarchy realized that it was to England's security to take every preoaution

to eliminate any tremors, no matter how weak their

vacillation.
To insulate Essex from the intrigues of Spain. the Pri'Q' Council during
Elizabeth's suzerainty selected and pvsued two main lines of defense other thaD
the necessary military preparation.

First, it worked designedly to establiah a

control over Essex so tight that agents and sympathizers of Spain would find it
impossible to organize an:r concerted action against Elizabeth in conjunction
with potential enemies in England.

Seoond, it never permitted any breach ot the

peace and order to be passed off as unmeaningful. but rather regarded and dealt
with every tumult as if it were prompted by the enemy.

It is the purpose of

this thesis to demonstrate the endeavor by the Pri'Q' Council to implement these
plans of defense during the reign of Elizabeth I,

1,;8-1603.

2Williall Page and J. Horace Round (eds.). The Victorian tiston of the
Counties of Englands Histoa of Es.ex, II, p. 259.

CHAPTER I
PRIVY COUNCIL CONTROL OF ESSEX THROUGH SURVEILLANCE
OF THE SEACOAST

Since it was Queen Elizabeth's policy to establish contacts with the
elements of unrest both in France and in the Low Countries as a means of subverting Catholic rule there, it was expected by the Privy Council that Philip I ..
would attempt to splinter Protestantism in England by exactly the same tactio.
Thus, as its vanguard line of defense, the Privy Council struggled to establish
an operative system whereby it would be impossible for Spanish emissaries outside of England to join forces with underminjng elements already on the island.
Toward this end, the seacoast of Essex was subjected to a vigilant watching.
At first the surveillance was not as cautious as might be expected, bu
it was not until ten years after her accession that Elizabeth I aotually feared
any union between troublesome elements within and without England.

In the be-

ginning, therefore, supervision if at all was direoted against the suppression
of piracy.

Piracy was not virulent around Essex but pirates represented a

threat to the peace and security and always had acquaintances in every plot or
subterfuge regardless of &n1 religious oonnotation that plot may have had.
Since for the future the monarchy could not permit any threat to the establishe
order, a craokdown on pirateering began in l565.

In August the Vice-Admiral

and Justices of the Peace were licensed to search out and. apprehend corsairs'
'J.R. Dasent (ed.), Aots of the Prb'1 CounoU of E11gland 158-1603,

VII (]S58-15?O),pp. 2", 253.

and in the following November a special oommission on piraoy was organized under
the direction of Lord Darcy to piece together any information about the people
in each seacoast town - from where they came, their license, their friends,
their residenoe and their victuals.

4

Apart from these two direotives the

Council employed no other means to control the Essex coastline during the earl1
years.

In the second decade of Elizabeth's royalty, however, control became

diversified and intensified tor it was in the dawn of the 1570's that the Privy
Council realized that there was more to be teared than brigands.

Fug! tives and

rebels beyond the sea had begun to prOTOke others in England. 5
Until 1571. Elizabeth and the Counoil were oonvinced that all dissident
elements could be reconciled, thus achieTing the Queen's oTerriding aim - peace.
As a consequence, the Act of Unitorm! ty and the Act of Supre_oJ were not en-

foroed except periodicall1 in Essex.

6 When, howeTer, it became more than ap-

parent that the oause ot those opposed to the Religious Settle..nt had been
taken up by the enemies ot Elizabeth across the sea as illustrated emphatically
by the Ridolfi Conspiracy. 7 Elizabeth and the Counoil realized that an entente
cordiale was impossible.

In the future. peace would only be maintained when

the outright antagonists of England abroad were shut off from oontaot with the
conoealed opponents in England.

4Ibid• pp. 278-82.
5Martin A. S. HUlle (ed. >. Calendar of State Papers, SP!l!£sh 1558-160',
I. (1558-1567> t pp. 284-85.

6A• C. Edwards, EnKlish History from Essex Sources 1550-1750.
"Arohdeaoonry of Essex Visitation Book". pp. 5-6.
7The Ridolti Conspiracy was a plot designed by Roberto Ridolfi, an
Italian tinancier, to oTerthrow Elizabeth in tavor of Mary Stuart through the
combined etfort ot a Spanish invading toroe and an uprising of the Catholics
in England. For details ot the plan see J. B. Black, The Reign of Eliaabeth
1558-1603, pp. 148-151.

p
In May 1571, that is, immediately following the discovery of , the
Ridolfi scheme, the Essex coast was carefully surveyed.

First, the bailiffs

at Colchester and Harwich were requested to inquire as to the number of foreigners and strangers resident or transient in their towns.

8 Then, shortly

following, Lord Darcy was notified that his commission was to interrogate the
crew of every ship and not just vessels suspected of freebooting. 9 Thus during
the very troublesome years of 1571-1572 the seacoast of Essex was tightly
guarded to prevent the infiltration of designs similar to that dev!sed by
Ridolfi.

Even a ship bearing the Lord Suitor of Scotland was seized by Lord

Darcy in March 1572.

10

In spite of the scrutiny exercised by the local and specialized
officials, there was infiltration into Essex in the following years from overseas.

In 1571, in the Low Countries, the Spanish commanding general, the Duke

of Alva, commenced a reign of terror designed to force the Dutch inhabitants
into an acceptance of Spanish rule.

As a consequence many Flemish artisans

fled their country and sought refuge in England.

At first the Tudor Queen was

reluctant to support their plight but Sir Francis Walsingham who, during this
period, was the Queen's most influential advisor, convinced Elizabeth that the
cause of the Dutch Protestants was one she could not afford to abandon.

As a

result, a refuge was furnished at Colchester.
In the continuous exodus from the Low Countries to Essex, however,
there was no guarantee that among the weavers there were not also Catholics,
8Robert Lemon (ed.), Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series 1547-

1625, I, Edward VI, Mary, Elizabeth (1547-1580), p. 412.
9Dasent,

~, VIII (1571-1575), pp. 70-71.

lOIbid, p. 88.

eTen priests, vho, feigning to be Protestants, discovered an e&81 entrance into
the othervise tight1.7 controlled county.

!he Council vas avare of this proba-

bility and took added precautionary measures. In 1575 all ships were impounded
by the Darcy Commissionll and a chart and calendar of all landing places in
Essex vas draw up by the saae organization in 1577. 12
Nevertheless, there was infiltration.

In 1574 Catholio priests from the

Continent entered Jngland for the first time and by 1580 Elizabeth was cognizant
that their number had multiplied. l , To this infiltration Essex was specifioal~
TUberable, u
martyr,

was dellOustrated by the exploits of the semilUU'J priest and later

John~.

Together with accomplioes, this priest entered England

initially in April 1516.

He was arreated, imprisoned, and rele...d in the

folloving ;rear 1m.

!hen after his departure from England in Ioye.her of
Payne, though a marked man, _fell re-entered Ea"X the folloving June. 14

l,578.

B.r 1580 Elizabeth and the Council realized that there were loopholes
and that theae perforations had to be patched or serious dallage vould inour to
the realll.

In addition, therefore, to the regular officials who patrolled the

seaboard. the cout was ho1187combed vi th ..archera.

fhrough their combined

efforts another atitch in the pattern to insulate E..ex was sew.

In 1581,

atter IlOntha of investigation, these magistrate" exposed Barvich u the main
point of entl'1 tor the Catholic clerQ' and lai t715 and, tolloving the arrests
llDuent, Aota, IX (1575-1'77), p. 205.
12

Lemon, Calendar - Do."tic, I, p. 562.

l3uume, Calendar - Spanish, III (1580-1586), p. 38.
141• o. lolef, "John PIque, Seminary Priest and Martyr, 1582", in
E._x Recusant, Vol. II. No.2, pp. 49-52.
l':OUent, !.cH,. XIII (1581-1'582), pp.

294.

299-301.

(

~----------------------------------~
"Rhea.
of

1IIll'q,

aotual11" ohoked off the so-oalled

the Queen.

and

ROM

Plot" to .......inate

16

As the 1580's prosressed the impending orisis with Spain loo_d IIOre
ominous and the Council ordered the otticiala to continue their rlgilance.
Nevertheless, ..archers were otten corrupt and there were in addition a tew
10ne11" shores where a ship's boat oould set a priest ashore withDut deteotion.
In Essex Yioe-Admiral Bossett had been ooJlUlissioned by the Council to construct
a nWlber ot shipe so that the shore would be

etfeotive~

oov.red.

In Jun. 1.581,

the Council learned that Bo..ett indeed had the shipe built but that their intended use bad bHn rel.pted to Bos..tt'. .che.. , whioh was to ••ploy them tor
persou.l pirateeri11g.17 Also in ....x beoaue ot the alIIoat uninhabitable
ooastal region there were a t.w udetected landinp.
on the

'rhaIle.,

Robert Jarrowa,

!l1u

At Kuold.ng, a town inland

Walgrav., a prie.t, .uooe..1Ulq arrived

in 1581.18 !hat there were other utrac.able dehrkations was alao true, tor
in

1594 John Patriok landed at Caaewdon on the River Crouch. 19
Despite auoh exception. to the closely knit ring around the Essex

perimet.r, Essex, perhaps l.s. than any county, was not Yulnerabl. to any
Spanish plot.
border was

Dr 1586. when Spain

oomplet.~

.nv.loped.

was cOlRltt.d to an invasion, the North Sea

In that y.ar Philip II asked his ambaasador

to Bngland, Mendoza, to prepare a report that contain.d information on the

16'01.7. n~ the SeIl1.JaarJ Pri.st" in ....s Recusant, II, pp. 52

following.

17l1asent , Acts, XIII, pp. 85-86.

18D. Shanahan, "Secret Landing Plac•• on the Essex Coast", in Es.ex
Recusant, Vol.

IV,

No.1, p.

19Ibid , pp. 26-27.

2'.

oondition of eaoh oounty in England.

In AugwJt of

vi thin the oounty to support an invasion.

1586, Mendo... delivered,

For Essex oounty alone. however. no

information wu FOYided. beoauae, u Mendoza ooaunioated to the I1ng, it was
impossible to gather such information for J:uex without beins deteoted. 2O
this respect it was aip1fioant that in the Babington Plot of

In

l58.5-1586. the

invading force whioh was to support a Cathollc upr1a1ng in England wu to land
not in laaex but in Susex.

21

In fact what fears Elizabeth and the Council pondered in the rears

immediately preoeding 1588 .te. .d from their failure to prepare the defe. .s
of Esaex against the actual invasion.

Concentration of the officials had been

so heavily direoted toward the leeeping of a "fifth column" out of Essex that
little time was set apart for the milltary defense of the county.
when an all-out effort in armed preparation was _de froll
the intelligence serrioe was not neglected.

158'

to

In realltyit beo...

Yet even

1588,22
80

still

minute

and detailed that eaoh offioial was siven a oalendar of questiolUl drawn up ""
the Council whioh were to be aaked of and anewered by e.e1"1 person froll o....r-

2

seu. '
20Hume • Calendar .. Sl!!!UP:sh,

In,

pp. 608-610.

2~e Babington Plot was a acheme to IlUrder Elizabeth and liberate Ma.r7
Stuart through the oOllbined effort of a Spanish iD'luion and a re.olution by
the Inglish Cathollos. It was poor~ planned and diaoo...ered 'b7 Wala1ngham.
For details see Black, Reim of nizabeth, pp.

'79-38,.

22aistorlcal Manucrl;pta Comm1AioJl, I'1fteenth Re;pgrt, pp. 1,..".
2'J:dwarda, !.u.il1ah Hiaton from Eaaex Sourcea, "Round MSStt. p.

1,.

Following the deteat of the Spanish Armada in July 1588. the ~VJ
Counoil relaxed it. control of Essex.

A teeling

ot .ecurity ran through

Bnsland

once the tear ot Spain had vanished and there was no need to protect against
tear i tselt.

However. the victol'7 ot 1.588 was not cOllplete, sinoe a war ot

annihilation was alien to Elizabeth's thinking and the viotory at Graveline.
was not tollowed with the coup de Face that the oircwutanoe. ottered.

A. a

result Spain recovered trom her humiliation and increased her sea power beyond
that attained prior to

l.588.

7.'he oonfidence once inspired by the triumph

ot

1588 was qualified .hortq thereafter by the awesome thought that Spain would
strike and strike barder the second time and tho a feeling ot uncertainty pervaded Bngland during the post-Armada period.

'!'he

Pri,.,. Counoil had again to

tear lesex and to oontrol Essex, espeoialq sinoe it. polioy ot relaxation had
reduced considerabq the etticienoy of the tiltering network tbat had been
e.tablished and had allowed the transport ot priests and papists between the
Continent and England to re.....24
In particular in I8sex there bad begun in 1591, the transport ot a tev

prie.ts trom the Continent to the Wiseman home at Mucking.

Since this limited

entrance bad pa.esed wmotioed due to the .lackening in control that tollowed the
deteat ot the ArMda, prie.ts troa the Wiseman re.idence branched out and
preached to other tuilie. in Northwest Issex.

B,y 1,94. the passage

ot prie.t.

had unfolded to the point where a prie.t who tound entrance into lesex at
Mucking could tind .helter and proteotion trOll a network ot Catholic taaiUes
2lt-D• M. Clarke, "Some Government Records ot Es.ex Papists l'91-1,9i,,ft,
in ~sex Recuaant. Vol. n, No. }, pp. 10}-108.

in that crucial geographio area. 25 Sinoe at first the Priq Counoil did not
react to the challenge, it was a while before Tarious agents could establish
the Wiseman fortress as the oenter from which the increasing dJnamism of Catholicism had disseminated.

When, howeTer, the Wiseman refuge was pinpointed due

primarily to the interrogative work conducted by a London custom's official,
John Young, the home was raided and with the subsequent arrests and imprisonments the flow of priests into and through Essex was stopped.

26

Wi th the destruction of the Catholic underground there waa no other
potential SOUToe of rebellion in Essex upon which Spain could capitalize. 27
Nevertheless, in 1590 no genesis of a revolt had existed either, and so to
preTent the development after 1594 of a situation analogous to that whioh had
evolTed at

th~

Wiseman home, the Council had the murky shore olosely scouted.

In 1594 the Justices of the Peace were commanded to examine all persona going
to and coming from beyond the seas and to do so by lHans of intimidation. 28
Immediately the number of arrests increased29 until finally in 1598 the Justice.
diTested another rudimentary plot when it was learned that Hortensio Spinola
25D• H. Clarke, "Recusant Guests and Servants of the Wisemana", in
Essex Recusant, Vol. III, No.3, pp. 116-17. Mother Nicholas, "Some Recusant
Families in Northwest Essex in 1594", in Essex Recusant, Vol. IV, No.3.
pp. 95-102; J. G. O'Leary. "Faulkbourne", in Essex Recusant, Vol. VI, No.1,
pp. 27-33.
26Mary Ann Everett Green (ed.), Calendar of State Papers, Domestic

Series, III, Elizabeth (1591-1594), pp. 3M, 406-07, 465, 490-91, 508-09;
Clarke, "Recusant Guests and Servants of the Wisemans", in Essex Recusant,
Vol. III, No.3, pp. 116-18, Nicholas, "Some Recusant Families in Northwest
Essex in 1594", in Essex Recusant, Vol. IV, No.3, pp. 95-102.
27Gre.n, Calendar - Domestic, III, pp.
28

-

406-07.

Ibid, p. 465.

29Daeent ,

!2!!,

XXV (1595-1596), p. 288.

~d

~ne

been oommissioned by Spain to examine Harwioh and the other ports, to deterwhat measures Spain would be toroed to undertake to suooesstu1l11nvade

~ngland.30
Atter the arrest of Spinola. Essex was not troubled 'b1 8lI.1 maohinations
!filtering in from outside tor the final five years of Queen Elizabeth's sover~ignty.

Thus during the forty-tive years that Elizabeth was the Queen of

England, the Privy Oounoil had so efteotivel1 guarded the Essex ooastline that
it was 1rapo.sible for Spanish or Oatholic deJlOnstrators to infiltrate the
county for the purpose ot inoiting rebellion against the gove1'Di1ent.
3Oareen,

1178-79.

ga1en4ar - R2..stio.

V. Elisabeth (1!598-1601). pp. 17'+,

CHAPTER II

PRIVY COUNCIL CONTROL

or

or

ESSEX !BROUGH THE APPOINTMENT

MAGISTRATES LOYAL TO THE CROWN

Because the Privy Council understood the strategic value of Essex, it
was also aware that any effort to insulate that county would be useless if the

magistrates who governed Essex vere questionable in their loyalty to the Crown.
Thus it seems most feasible to believe that it vas not simpl1 a coincidence
that the royal officials in Essex from sheriff to justice were. vi th slight
exception, perhaps the most dedicated to England' 8 cause.

Rather, their ap-

pointment va8 but another aspect of the conscious determination of the Privy
Council to insure the constancy of Essex.
A prime determinant for the selection of an official va8 his attitude
toward the religious law8 Elizabeth had introduced in 1.5.59.

Thus in 1564 the

Council a8ked the Bishop of London to prepare a report in which the juridical
and milit&r,1 personnel in Es8ex were to be cla88ified as favorable, indifferent
or h08tile to the religious 8ettlement. 3l With this material at its di8po8al
the Council began the sifting process, marking out for future positions those
whom the Bishop had classified as favorable.
To fulfill the 10ve8t administrative post, the office of sheriff,
whose prime function it was to keep the peaoe. the Counoil directed its

3~ Batson (ed.), "Collection of Original Letters from the Bishops
to the Privy Council

1564",

in Camden Miscellan;r, Vol. IX, pp. 62-63.

12

appointaents toward those who were or who were belieyed to be staunoh r01alists.
that is, adherents of the monarchy especially in times of rebellion.
One person who _t the requirements of the Council was Thomas Golding,
who served Essex as sheriff froll 1561 to 1569.

try that

W8.8

Halstead. 32

ae vas descended froll an anoes-

long recognized as the strongest ro1alist family in the town of
Furtherlllore he was personally covetous of the noble status and to

earn that goal required his uncontested 10Jalt1 to the lOyernllent.

Proof that

the Crown had confidence in Golding's fa1 tbfuln.ss was revealed b1 its action
in 1569.

Jecauae of the defiant stand of the Puritans in lasex aga.1nat the

religious legislation Golding was oollllissioned 01 the Council to draw up affidavits that attested to the religious attitude of the ..Yent, or
men of the count1."
sheriffs but

80

leading

Since pr8Yioualy l07al t1 checks were not conducted b1

'b7 high ranld..ng _bers of the Establishaent such aa the Bishop of

London, Golding was a person in Wholl the Council had a great trwst.
Following Golding, a second sheriff who se"ed Elizabeth and the
Council vas Thomas Lucas.

His heritage dated back to 1'32 at Colchester and

when appointed as sheriff in 1568, a position which he retained until 1585, his

-

family vas considered to be the rOJalist family in the town of Colohester.""
Like Golding, Luoas wu a person in whom the Council had great confidence and
like Golding, Lucas was zraddled with responsibilities beTond tho.. of a sheriff.
In the 1580's when the Privy Council became appreheuiye concerning the lax1t1
wi th which the mili t8l"1 preparations in Essex had proceeded, Lucu was the man

~.

Wright, Histon: and !opoEaEhl of the CounV of lasex, Vol. I,

pp. 574-75.

"Lemon, Calendar - Domestic, It p.

.34,""" ..h+-

lfi...tol""f' and m.

...

,56 •

of ...·

I.

'D'D.

~~~ ..

designated to rock the inhabit&nts of Colchester out of their lethargr.35 For
his uncontest.d service u a sheritf Lucas was also burd.ned with other functions att.r his term as peace officer.

He was appoint.d captain of the train.d

bands in Essex in 1588,.36 and in 1599 had becOlle a justic. of the peace whose
milit&r,J contribution to the Crown was greater than

~

other Essex magistrate

.xc.pt Sir John Petr•• 3?
Another in the nuber ot sheritfs who distinguish.d th....l ..... in the
urYic. of the Council during the pre-Armada period was air John Petre.

The

son of Sir William Petre, the ttTudor Secretarr at Home and Abroad", Sir John
Petre was a perf.ct choic. as an official for Ess.x.

As a no...ic. in sovernment,

Petr. was first appoint.d as a sheriff in 1575 and, b.caus. of his outstanding
work at that l.v.l, was also appoint.d to fill other ntal go....rnMntal poei.•
tione.

He serY.d on the COB1ssion for Pirac1 and alona with Lucas was

captain of the train.d banda.
~d

He further serv.d as a justic. from 1588 to l600

as a lord-li.utenant in 1599.

1586

It

In parliament, he represent.d lasex froll

to 1595 and aa the representati.... carri.d out the crucial task of forsing

a union betwe.n the r01al go....rnment and the inhabitants of Essex.

"lor his

de...otion and service to the gov.rnment he was el....ated to the rank of baron in

1603. 38
35Duent , Acts, XII (1580-1581), p. 1261 LellOn, Cal.ndar - Do.stic,
II, Elizabeth (1580-1590), pp. 58, 179 •
.36H• M•S. ! Fifteenth Bewrt. p. 37.

-

3?Ibid, pp. 19-80.

38Essex

County Council Publioatione, No. 26, Petre

Fam:tg Portraits,
Lsex, p. 11.

p. 6, Ess.x Count7 Counail hblicatione. No. "., llizabetiiaii

Notched a level above the sheriff in terms of prestige were the lordlieutenants and the deput,.-lieutenants who bad the delegated t ...lt ot tuhioning
Essex into a mili t&r'1 bution againat Spain.

Like the sheri!f, these deputies

of the Crown were also appointed because of their loyalt,..

In taot, u

the

'WU

oase ot Luoas and Petre, conaigruaent to Ililit&r7 jurisdiction was 118_111 de..
pendent upon previous pertormanoe as a sherift or lesser official.
From a militaristic standpoint, the oritioal period for Essex was
between 1585 and 1588, the rears in whioh Spain readied her tleet for the invasion she intended.

In these three ,.ears the armaments program tor Essex

'WU

under the supervision of none other than tvo of Elizabeth' s most outstanding

PrlT7 Counoillors.

In the prepa.ratorr rears before 1.588 the lord-lieutenant

for Essex was Lord Burghle,., the onetime Sir William Cecil, who also held the
positiona ot Seoretary of State and Lord Treuurer.'9

At the height ot the

orisis, acting lieutenano,. passed to the Earl of Leioester, Lord Robert Dudley,
who besides possessing the titles

ot Lord Steward, Master of the Horse and

Lieutenant General in the Low Countrie., vas also Elizabeth'. olosest personal
friend. Ito
SerTin, as deputr-l1eutena.nts for Burghley and Leicester during this
period were Thomas Heneage and !homaa Mildillay.
MildJllq, Chancellor of the Exohequer and

MildJllq, the son of Walter

Privr Counoillor, oame trom a tamiq

whose rora! lineage dated from 1141 at Chelmsford.

41

In his own right, the

younger Milc!ma.7 distinguished himself as a sheriff for E...x in the earl:J Y'ears

39Dasent • !U!,. XV (1581-1588). 1'he introduotorr pages of VolUllle 15
list the Privy Councillors and the positiona thaT s8rY8d.
Ito
_
Ibid

-

4lwrifdlt. HistorY and TO'DOara'DhY ot Easex. It PP. 176. 323-24.

of the reign of Elizabeth and also as a commissioner for
as a deputy-lieutenant for Essex in 158,.

Darer'tZ

betore serving

For outstanding service rendered in

these fields, he was finall1 appointed as a justice of the peace for the post4
Armada decade. ,
As regards Ueneage, there were few who coaanded such respect
and admiration trom the government and indeed few who served that government so
proficientl1.

He worked

tor Elizabeth as Treasurer of the CbaIlber. Vice

ChaJIIberl.a.in and PriY1 Councillor prior to

158,.44

Then because of the charges

of peculation brought apinst captains and officers in the arJI1 in 1.588 t he was
elevated from deputy-lieutenant to become Treasurer of the Wars,4, a position
he filled so capab17 that he was awarded the Armada Jewel by Elizabeth in l58S'!6
In the post-Armada period Heneage was appointed as a justice of the peace47 for
his work not

1588 as

o~ as

Treasurer but alao for his work in ParUament troll 1584 to

the other Es_x representative who, along with Petre, strove to main-

tain a close relationship between the people of Essex and the rQJ'al government
in London. 48
At the highest administrative level was the office of justice of the
peace.

This post was of widespread importance since the justices were the local

42:Daeent, Acts, VII (1,58-1'70), pp. 83-84, 28" Lemon, Calendar Domestic, I, p. l~
4'Historical Manuacripts CoRDl1..ion, Tenth Report, p. 480.

44

U.M.S •• Fifteenth Report, pp.

4,Ibid,

46

,2.".

pp. 61-62.

Ea_ x Record Office Publications, No.

34,

Elizabethan I.sex, p. 10.

47H•M•S., Tenth Report, p. 48,.

48J. G. O'LeA1"1, "Essex and Parliuent During the Reformation, 1529160''', in Is.ex Recusant, Vol. I, No.1, p. 14.

lagents of the central government and l1.kewi.e the intermediary through whioh
local grievances and looal problellS reached that government.

Stranply, Essex

had not been provided with extraordinary personnel tor this position prior to

1585. thus the extension of

~

ot the justices' duties to suoh responsible

loyalists as Lucu, Petre, lleneage and MildDla7 at the lower levels of administration.

When, however, the threat of Spain was the greatest - 1585 to 1603 -

the justioes nominated for Essex were none other than Sir Tho. . Lucas, Sir John
Petre, Sir Thomas Beneage and Sir !homu

Mil~.

While magistrate a of the highest calibre and veracity worked inland to
protect Essex from intrigue, ottioers with the same charaoteristios labored on
the seas tor the ...... purpose.

On the waterfront, the ColllDlission tor Piracy

created in 1565 spared no ettort in its goal to prevent the penetration into
Essex ot schemes injurious to the county.

The Com1s8ion was extremely

sucoessful in this objeotive; and well it was, sinoe it was directed by Lord
~c,..

the Visoount ot Colchester, who in turn was capably assisted by Lucas,

Petre and Mildmay periodically from 1570 to 1585.
Certainly, u

the Counoil selected otticials it dee.. d both competent

and truatwortbJ. there were exoeptioll8 to the rule.

This was proven by Justioe

iRobert Rich, the Earl ot Warwick, who used his otfice to proteot Puritan noncontorusts until be was discovered in 1582.49 Certainly also. Essex was not
the only county supplied with royalist adrain1strators.

Yet in view ot the t,.pe

of ofticials who served Essex and this also included Sir Francis Walsingbam, to
8Iq

nothing ot the important positioll8 each held, there was an overwhelming

49lAmon, Calendar - Domestic, II, p. 43.

number whose prestige, dedication. capability and friendship with Elizapeth
could not be surpassed by 8.D1 other Elizabethan county.

CBAP'1'JtR III

PRIVY COUNCIL CotrIROL

or ISSEX 'l'BROUGH

ITS INTIRVIHTIOX

nr.ro EVERY

BREACH OF TIS PSACE WBE'l'HD DANGEROUS. TRIVIAL OR LAWFUL
The _jor proble.s tor the PriYy' Council during the :reign ot Elizabeth
were presented by' the Dutch retugee., Ptlritan non-contormiat. and Catholic
recU88.D.t..

Apart trom these pre.aing obstaolea, the Council also had to con-

tend with the common enl"Ydq t\l1lUlt. which ha.... plagued ....er'7 ga....ruent.

To

deal with the.. common iaaue. for Essex, the Oounoil did not act with &rrJ'
mediocrity or ca.rele.an....

On

the contrarJ. the Council, alway. t.arful of

an in'Yaaion troll Spain through Essex, :regarded ."'.r'7 breach of tba peace aa
part ot the preparation tor that 1nYaaion and handl.d e...er'7 common disorder on
the baais ot that .._ption.

ThWl the Council controlled Eaaex by

1'1.....1'

per-

m! tting any disturbance actuall1 to grow to the point where Spu1ah propaganda

could tind f.rtil. ground.
In 1'7', that ia, when tba Council tull1 :realized that peace with Spain
had beco_ leu and l.ss ab.olute and more and more conditional, tba tiret ot
a series of trouble.o_ incidents broke out in E•••x.

BoW'Yer, by' the time

the.e various torc.s had spent their oour.. in the following year., the
weighted hand of the Council had orushed Essex into submi.sion and Spain never
had the opportunity to capitalize.

In Sept••ber of 1575 the Council l.arn.d

that lib.lous and slanderous r.ports against the go....rnment were being cast

.......
abroad from Colohester by "PaPists" • .50 The Counoil oould not afford arq auoh
reports to spread and e.peoiall1 not from Eaaex.

Iaediate17 there oommenced

an investigation .. and not of the routine type.

It began in September of 1,."

and vas not oonoluded until January of

1'76.

Moreover, it not

o~

involved the

work of the looal authorities. the bailift., sheriffs and j_tices, but vas
extended to include the inve8tigations ot the Lord Keeper and the Lord Treuurer
and alao the Solicitor General. 51 As a reault of the enoOllpuaing interrogation
II8lJ1' and sundry persona were arrested and brought betore the Star Chuber but

there was not a 80li tary oon'f'1otion. 52 The reaaon was that the slandero_
reports had not been voioed but on17 l"WIlOred. 53 Of 8ignificance was not the
result but the . .au the Council adopted.

In acting against the Colohester

disorders the Council 4eIIonatrated its conviction both that any unrest was a
design of Spain, when in fact there was no conneotion. and that the turmoil
would be dealt with exhauetive17 through .,.stematio and painstaking research.
!For the future the Council had disolosed that in Es.ex there was nothing anyone
oould gain by stirring up any trouble.

Despite this intimidation, a nWlber of

inoidents still flared up and so the Council again proved its position.
In Auguet of

1m.

a riot broke out in Brentwood in Essex.

On Augut

,. twenty-nine WOIII8n led by Mistre.. Tyler "raised an unlawful riot" by beating
the soMol teaoher, Riohard Brook, and then looked the.eelves in the ohapel to

5ODaaent ,

!sW!.. IX (1575-1577),

p. 24.

51Ibid, pp. 43, 50. 263.

-

!J2Ibid, pp. l29, 373.
"Clarification and proof of this point will be brought out in
Chapter IV. "Elizabeth and the Dutoh Problem at Colohester".

21
avoid arre.t.""

To take the WOllen into custocV. We.ton Brown, the skeritt.

de.tro,.ed the editice and then handed oyer the "lawbreaker." to the jutioe.
for proaecution.'5 Then

unexpecte~, the Counoil intervened in

the tracas.

Folloving two dlq. of 1n",estigation the Council orct.red Brown to appear in
LoDdon and 4emand.ed that the wollen be released, for .. the Council learned it

was not the wollen but the sheritf who pJ"O",oked and wu responsible tor the riot
since he had pre",ented certain people of Brentwood fro. Wliq the tOW'J1

.ohool~

!he entire ep1aod.e bad nothing to do with religion nor with &lQ' Spani.h 1n-

trigue in laaex and further was a probl. . .ubject to the jurisdiotion of the
justices of the peace.

Yet because there wa. a riot and beoaue that riot

occurred in a ohapel, thereb,. po••ibl1' prompted by religious diuenter. baoked
by

an enn;y, the Council . . . . .d onrriding jurisdiction.
During the ..... troublesome interim, but at Colchester, another point

of di.pute b.tell the Council and, like that at Brentwood, waa treated sWlarl1' b7 the Priv,. As.i.tants.

Ever since 1.56" the resident. in the b&Illets on

the outskirts ot Colchester en307ed certain privileges. especia.ll1' the ltilita.r;r
right to view and IlU8ter the horse.

Since 1.565 the Council had acquiesced in

this exemption tor, when certain resident. in the hamlet. objected to a mustering b,. the CoDai••ion tor Piracy that ,.ear, the Council reaoinded it. orders to
the OoJai••ion.'7 In 1580 however, the Oouncil recopized that Colchester
proper had not progressed \),. it..lt in it. Ilillt&r1 arrange.ent and for a

54ldwards , '§!sli!h I1sto1'1 troll Essex Source., "Quarter a..sions Rolla
pp. 6-7' I.M.S •• Tenth Repgrt, pp. '75-76.
"Da.ent, Act., X (1'"-1'78), p. 12.

56.DJ:!,

pp.

-

34-".

'7Duent , Act., VII, pp. 242-'+6.

second time the Council intervened.

Asain the villagers peripheral

t~

Col-

chester objected but in this instance the Council did not baoktraok because
that

bo~

learned through a Walsingham spy that the spearhead of the opposition

was in the bands of uMistress Audle1, widow and very wealtbl and dangerou

woman, bastard daught.r of ••• papists dwelling at Colohester ••• ,,58 In Jue
1,580 Mistress Audle1 was ordered to repair to Colohester to have her hor..s
mutered,.59 and in August ])arc,. was informed that all persons in .sex were
bound bJ ro1al statute to contribute hor..s or weapons for Ingland's defense
and that &D1 claias to exemptions were false. 60 Daro,. was further notified
that if Mistress Audle,. or any other person refused to bave the mustering of
horse conducted bJ the government, such a person was to be sent to the Pri.".
council. 61 In short, the oase of Mistress Audle1 was proof that opposition to
a contribution for the defense of England was not the result of

~

infringe-

ment of local privileps but a plot of "oertain Papists" to ruin Essex from
within.

It made little difference; in fact the Council did not even renect

on the fact that the report was completely exaggerated and tbat in truth
Mistress Audley was the spearhead of a lawful resistanoe. 62

It made a great

difference that there was opposition and this was all that the Council considered.
This same attitude prevailed on a different occasion in Colonaster

58Leman,

Calendar - Do•••tic, I, p •

.59Da.sent, Acts, XII, p.

,1.

.596 •

60Ibid p. 131.
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61Ibid , p. 131.

62D. M. Clarke, UDisorders at Colohester, 1'77". in Essex Reousant,

Vol. V, Ro. 2, pp.
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during 1580 and again with reference to the militar,y situation.

In pursuing

his charge to carry out the lIIWIIters in that borough, Sir Thomaa Lucas. the
sheriff. vas so demanding that a reaction aga1n.at his tactics developed aIIOng
the local citizenr,y, and their spckeaan, Thomas Tar. voiced that objection.
For his opposition Ter was coDi tted to prison in

J~

on a charge of nobstruc-

ting Lucas and thereby IIaldng it difficult to fortify Eaaex apinet Spain".63
Yet aa the future proved and decisively ao, 'fey was no more opposed to the
cause of England than was Mistress Audley for, in the following month, after
being questioned before the Council, he was released for "by writing and apeech
he proved he oonformed to the atatutes of the realm". 64

One of the 1I0st crystalline indioations that the Counoil would not
brook arq opposition was illpre. .d indelib~ upon Easex in
in whioh oertain eupeoted traitor. were handled.

l580

by the raanner

In Jul;r 1'79 a person by the

name of Mantell eacaped from Colohester gaol where he bad been imprisoned for
olaiming that Idward VI was alive and tbe rightful ruler of England. 65 When
he was traoked down he was charged with treason and condeaned.

66 In this there

was nothing that waa out of the ordina.ry but what followed did belong to the

extraordinary.

Mantell's escape was believed to be a design of various persons

scattered throUlhout I8sex. 67 Circuaat&nce. indicated that in that quarter
there was an underground in operation that had as ita goal the overthrow of
Elizabeth.

Since, the Counoil realized. it was

63Da.sent,

-

!2!!.

XII, p. l26.

64Ibid• p. 153.
6'Dasent,

.!2!.!,

66J)uent,

!9l!. XII,

XI (1578-1580). p. 194.

67nicl• pp. 23-24,

pp. 2'3-5'+.

34.

2'1-52.

virtWll~

impossible to prove

this charge against Mantell's accomplioes, the Council adopted a novel teohnique.

Knowing that persons aooused of witohcraft never esoaped an indiotment,

the Council charged that these persons suspeoted of being privy to the flight
were conjurers and sorcerers who sought the destruotion of England.

68

In faot,

the Council extended this indiotment against a thirteen-year old boy.69

In

light of the fact that Edward had indeed died in 155' and in light ot the tact
that as King he had ohampioned the Retormation, the charges of witchcratt were
motivated out of fear and shortly thereafter Essex was provided with a demonstration that until the fear was erased disgruntled elements could expeot
nothing but reprisal from the Council.

Starting in 1581 the Council initiated

a full 80ale attack on all known recreants.

By March 1582, sixty-two telons,

witches and rogues had been apprehended and thrust into the county gaol at
Chelmsford and of these, seven were condemned to death for being witches,
following their trial at the Court of Assize. 70 The Council had thrown down
the gauntlet.

From this example, Essex learned a hard lesson, but it was

learned well.

For while plots and oounterp10ts were a common occurrence in the

other Elizabethan oounties from 1582 to 1588, in Essex the same was not true. 7l
From 1588 to 1592 Essex was granted a reprieve in accordance with the
span of relaxation that followed the deteat of the Armada.

68 Ibid ,

p.

In 1592 when Spain

29.

69 Ibid • p. 102.
70In his article "John ~e, Seminary Priest and Martyr, 1582", in
Essex Recusant, n. C. Foley reproduoed the Essex Assize file from which this
statement was derived, p. 58.

7~wdon and Horatio Brown (eds.), Calendar of State Papers! Venetian
1558...1603. Vol. VIII (1581-1591).

In the Venetian ambassadorial reports there

was no mention of anJ plots in Essex as there was for the other counties.

-..,
ai,lin loomed as a threat, the county was promptly warned that nothing really had
In 1591 Lord Thomas Howard in cOJlllDand at the English tleet in the

ohange d.

Azores was unexpectedly attacked by the Spanish navy and tram the encounter
Howard sutfered defeat.

Among the English sailors there was criticism ot the

command - deteat alwaJs has carried discontent - but in Essex a number ot
sailors were discovered remarking that Howard vas responaible "for killing
sailors better than himself" and immediately they vere hauled ott betore the
justices to anawer charges at treoon.72
Four years later and again in reterence to a naval engagement the
Council had not altered its stand even though the outcome ot the combat was
reversed.

In June 1596. the port ot Cadiz vas sacked auccesstull1 and the

Spanish fioti1la harbored then vas scuttled by an expedition under the Earl

ot Is_x.

It was a great victory yet vhen Sir JQhn Smyth of Colchester con-

deamed the expedition on the principle ot the English lav that .ervice overseas
depended upon voluntary choice and not the impr8s8118nt ot sailors, he was required to appear betore the Council on charges "ot stirring up the mill tar;r
ap1nat the Queen". 73

In view ot the tact that SDQ'th raised a lavtul complaint

since IIIan1 ot the sailors wen impressed and further. that Sm;rth had served the
Queen as captain of the trained bands in Essex during the Armada Crisis, the
Council bad again interpreted this tinal agitation as it had diagnosed eve17
other disturbance in Essex during Queen Ell zabe th t II reign.

Every breaoh at the

peace had behind it the poaaibillty ot a sinister connotation and could not be
tolerated.

12a.M.S ••

Tenth Repgrt. p.
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CHAPrER IV

PRIVY COUNCIL CONTROL OF ESSEX THROUGH CAREP'UL HANDLING
OF THE DUTCH IMMIGRANTS
The prim&r,1 objective of the PriY,1 Council both in foreign and domestic
affairs was to e.tablish and maintain peace.

For Essex this goal necessitated

carl"1ing out certain precautionary measures, not the least of which was to
purify the county of &n1 non-conformists.

Yet from

1566

until 1603 the Council

permi tted artisans from the Low Countries who had a different ethnic and religious background from, and competitive economic position with, Englishmen, to
enter Essex.

Through a deliberate course of action therefore, the PriY,1 Council

frustrated its own plan.

Since, as a result, strife was probable the Council

had to formulate an arrangement whereby the demands of the Dutch were satisfied
while at the same time the claims of the English were not neglected in order
that peace would be preserved.

In searching for the meanJ!l to attain this

balance the Council at first floundered but eventually it righted itself and
devised the plan that was commensurate with the objective.
In the Netherlands, Protestants of the Genevan persuasion were long
persecuted by Spain.

To seek toleration, some of these Calvinists fled to the

shores of Essex at the beginning of Queen Elizabeth's reign.

Initia1~

the

Queen allowed their migration but she never supported it because at least on
one occasion the aliens proved that their presence in Essex would be a serious
source of trouble. not only because they were Dutch and Calvinist but also
because they were

economical~

superior to the English Anglicans in the

~~--------'(--------~
manufacture of wool. In the summer of 1566 a riot broke out in Colchester be-

r

cause the Dutch immigrants had captured the wool market.

In itself the riot

was not a deadly event but the overtones were, since the fracas was accompanied
by religious bickering and further since the English clothmakers who provoked
the brawl were in communication with discontented English refugees beyond the
seas. 74

To cope with the disorder, the Council had no blueprint and so it

acted on the exigencies of the situation and ordered six persons condemned to
death. 75

Nevertheless this tactic did not alleviate the rudiment vf the prob-

lem and Elizabeth's trepidations about the Dutch were brought out again in 1570
in the county of Norfolk.
In the county of Norfolk a band of Catholics who were to be supported
by a Spanish landing foroe rose up in rebellion against the Queen in the
Ridolfi Conspiracy.

To conceal their designs, the group made it known that the

aim of the rebellion was not the overthrow of the government but the expulsion
from Norfolk of the Flemish artisans who had caused religious, economic and
social problems from the time they arrived. 76

Thus more than causing a riot,

the presence of the Dutch in England was the pretext upon which the enemies of
England staged a revolution against the government.

The Council could never

overlook that fact and in 1572 it rescinded its former policy of toleration and
ordered out of the realm all Flemings of suspicion at the forfeiture of their
wares. 77
74Hume , Calendar - Spanish, It pp. 570-71.
75Ibidt pp. 570-71.
76Camdent Annals of Elizabeth, Bk. II, pp. 245-49.

77 Ibid , pp. 309-10.

At the vert time the Privy Council ushered in this retaliation against
the Dutch, in the Low Countries the Duke of Alva introduced a brand of terroriSII of his own in an eftort to torce the Dutch to accept Catholicism.

Because

of the Machiavellian mode ot the :Duke's brutalitY', the Dutch fled their homelan<
in greater n_bers than betore and in greater numbers they sought retuge in
England.

Because ot the events caused by their past presence in England,

Elizabeth at tirst retused their appeal but Sir Francis Walsingham convinced
the Queen that the Dutch cause was one Elizabeth could not abandon since they,
the Dutch, were Protestants seeking retuge from Catholic oppression.

As a

result, the Dutch were settled at Colchester under the jurisdiction ot
walsingham. 78
Since the Dutch were under the judicature ot Walainahaa at Colchester
the fear ot the government that the troublesome times ot preceding years would
be repeated was lessened considerab17.

Yet in 1'75 a series ot slanderous and

libelous accusations agaiJ:t.st the govermaent emanated trom Colchester.

'rhese

charges supposedl7 were perpetrated by certain Dutch immigrants but, as the
Council learned. aetual17 were trwaped up and spread by Enalisbmen whose econolllie position had become precarious because ot the Dutch and who, theretore,
wanted the Council to expel the Dutch from Essex. 79

Again, as in 1566, the

stabili ty ot the county was wrecked by the economic struggle between the Englis!
and the Dutch and the Council knew that peace would be disrupted again and
again, each time with consequences more serious than before, unless a solution
to the imbroglio was found.

78C•

Vol.

Since past remedies were superficial because the

Read, Mr. Secretary WalsingbaJI and the Policl ot Queen Elizabeth,

I. pp. 318, 335, 371.
79Dasent ,
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IX, p. 24, Lemon, Calendar - Domestic, It p. 496.

underlying cause of the difficultl was not considered, in 1576 the CO.uncil
attacked the heart of the problem, the economic competition, and remo"ed the
Flemish weavers en bloc from Colchester to the town of Halstead. 80 With this
stroke of policy the Engliah artiaana regained their monopoly of the wool
market and the abrasion was eliminat.d.
When the Dutch were remo".d to Balat.ad. the quandar;r at Colcheater
was unriddled.

In addition to this n.gati"e gain the Council also ben.fited

in a positi". fashion from the relocation.

Until the immigration of the Dutch

into the town, Halstead was .conollicall;r backward and ita residents discont.nt.
When artisans from the If.therlands incr.as.d the tow's population, immediat.l;r
there was an upsurge of economic growth and, concollitant with that growth, an
enhancement of the pride of the people.

!hus as it immediat.ly turned out the

relocation sol"ed not one but two problems.

At Colchester, because the Dutch

had l.ft. the English regained their favored .conollic position.

At Halst.ad,

becaUH the Dutch had arri"ed, the English acquir.d an impro....d .conomic
standing.

On these two accounts, peace and prosperitl were augmented and con-

.... rael;r, on the same two, discontent and depression were diminished.

How..... r,

despite the dlUll gains both negative and positi..... the Council also l.arned
that the lIigration doubl.d the English-Flemish conflict.
From 1578 to

1580

a number of the foreigners at Halatead lett and

filtered back into Colch.ster and this originated for the Council its compound
problem.

First the lIigration back to Colch.ster r.opened the old antagonisms

there. and further, because the Dutch were determined to remain,8l the

80Da.sent, Acts, IX, pp. 161-62; Lemon, calendar - Domeatic, It p. 525.
81r..llon, Calendar - Dosestic, I. p. 687.
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--------------------------------------------------------------~
antagonism became more acute. Second and equally foreboding was that Halstead
became graduall1 impoverished again, and again the people there became disc ontent and rebellious.

82

Since the Council could never admit any union to be

forged between discontented Englishmen from both Halstead and ColChester the
Dutch became the scapegoats and were ordered by the Council to return to
Halstead and thus temporarily the predicament was resolved.
In this arrangement the English were tavored at the expenae ot the

Dutch and the Dutch resented the one-sided decision ot the Council.

Because ot

this. the foreigners were carefully 'Watched by the Council in the critical
decade from 1580 to 1590 and especially after 1585. when war with Spain wu
imminent.

War

would have hampered the trade in England's principal export,

wool. and the resulting idleness and unemployment would have worked to the
further disadvantage ot the already aggrieved Dutch.

The Council perceived

that an explosive situation was developing and that it would only be a question

ot time before some event would provide the apark. To minhrlze this danger
the Council kept the Dutch at Halstead isolated and at Colchester had each
Dutch reaident numbered and indexed by the sherift. 83
When the Armada

'WaS

defeated, the caretulness with which the Council

bad handled the Dutch was temporarily torgotten as were all other precautionary
devices that the Council had taken to keep the peace.
bad redeveloped because

ot the relaxation, so also did the question ot the

Dutch.
82 Ibid , p.

And just as other crises

697.

83temon , Calendar - Domestic, II, p. 331.

In Halstead the Flemish c10thmakers virtllB.1ly monopolized the ,wool
market because ot the excellent product they manutactured.

Until 1590 the

English of the same trade accepted this contingency since the town as a whole
benefited.

But following the Armada interlude, these English artisans began to

resent their own as well as the town's dependence on the foreigners.

For this

reason in 1589 the Flemish were prohibited by the English from sealing their
product. 84 To escape the economic pressure at Halstead the Dutch packed up and
again departed for Colchester, but in that town their presence was also resented. 85 Thus in 1590 the problem had three dimensions.

Previously the

Council had to soothe the single complaint registered by English artisans at
Colchester.

At a later date, the jealous Colchester residents were joined by

discontented Halstead citizens in Toicing complaints and the Council faced a
dual problem.

Then in 1.590 the Dutch let it be known that they were tired of

the manner in which they were discriminated against.
The Council could never keep peace if it turned down the petitions of
either Halstead or Colchester to remove the Dutch; but unless the Council
wanted Essex to be saturated with two to three thousand rebellious foreigners,
it had to mollify their resentment as well.

To keep Essex trom Spanish in-

trigues which, it nothing else, were more voluminous in the 1590' s than before,
the impasse had to be solved.

For the answer, the Council again ordered the

Dutch to leave Colchester and return to Halstead, but at Halstead, the Council
appointed justices whose sole function was to hear the Dutch grievances and to
84Dasent,

!2!!..

XVIII (1.589-1590), p.

276.

8.5areen. Calendar - Domestic. III, p. 465.

make the necessary corrective measures. 66 As it worked out in the succeeding
,ears this arrangement satisfied all concerned, perhaps not completel,., but
sufficient~

that Spain could not capitalize on what might have been real resent

ment against Elizabeth's government from any one of three sources.

The Dutch

were satisfied because they were protected; the English were content because
they were prosperous.

As a result there was no group in Essex that carried a

grudge or hatred for the English goverl1lllent which Spain could exploit.

86Dasent , Acts, XVIII, p. 413.
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CHAPTER V

l../f3RARV
PRIVY COUNCIL CONTROL

or

or

ESSEX THROUGH THE PLACING

DEMANDING IMPOSITIONS UPON THE PURITANS

PreTious to the reign of Elizabeth and especial17 during

Ma.r7

Tudor's

queenship, the presence in Essex of a diversity of religious sects had caused
trouble.

Since Elizabeth was resolutely determined to avoid trouble, she would

not tolerate the presence of different religions.
chester was the exception.)

(The Dutch Church at Col-

As a result the Acts of Uniformity and of Suprem-

acy were passed in 1559 which established one religion for hgland to which all
were to subscribe.

FrOIl

not complete17 submit.

the start, one religious grouP. the Puritans, would

They accepted the doctrine of the Settlement but

criticized the externals of the worship established by the Book of Common
prqer.

Because of this position they did not organize themselves into an in-

dependent force in opposition to the government for they did not reject the
substance of Anglicanism; on the contrary, the Puritans because of such a stand
were a moral force within Anglicanism who had the simple objective of purifying
the externals of that religion. 87 From the beginning to the end of Elizabeth's
reign the Puritans in Essex were continual17 repressed as the PriVJ Council
would not allow any non-conformity to exist.

Thus incongruous as it appears,

the Puritans who were politically, economical17 and even religious17 committed
to hgland's cause, were still categorized by the Council as opponents and
treated accordingly.

87Page and Round. Victorian Histon of Easex, II, p. 37.
'll'll

)

."
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Ini tially the Purl tans were not hounded by the Anglican hierarchy and
magistrates since Elizabeth hoped that all dissident elements would be reconciled through a Tery flexible and moderately imposed religious program. 88

How-

ever, by 1569 the pacification had not been exhaustive in Essex t for ~
Puritans there like Lord Rioh either refused to follow the ordinances or evaded
their prescriptions. 89

Thus, to cite an example from another set of ciroum-

stances, in 1569. when there waa a fear of a renascent Oatholioism at the time
of the Northern Rebellion. when the loyalty of many was in doubt, the leading
men in the county, about seventy. were ordered by the Oouncil to certify in
writing their allegianoe to the Acts of 1559. 90
Despite the testimonJ of the magistrates, diverse irregularities still
persisted in subsequent years in Essex and eventually the anomalies became so
noticeable that the Council seriously doubted the veracity of the loyalty oatha.
When it did learn that Rich and other Puritan justices actually thwarted rather
than implemented the law9l the Oouncil saw that its power was directly challenged.

As a consequence it retaliated with a repressive policy directed

against all Puritans, which continued throughout the reign of Elizabeth except
for a brief period after 1588.
At first the Puritans were temporarily allowed no religious services.
Beginning in 1571 the priTate meetings of the Puritan dissenters, which previously had been permitted. were broken up. even though the meetings were

8triot~

88Edwarda, English Histor: from Essex Sources. "Archdeaconry of Essex
Visitation Book", pp. 5-7.

89Dasent, Acts, IX, pp. 158, 217; Lemon, Oalendar - Domestic, I, p. 396

-

9OLemon, Calendar - Dome.tic, It p. 396.

9~ent, Aots, IX, pp. 29-30.

of a religious and not of a subversive nature. 92
to judicial restraints.

Then the clergy were subjected

For failing to wear the surplice or _lee the sign of

the cross in Baptism or use the Book of Common Pr81er, the Puritan ministers
In 1582 Thomas

were continually presented before the Justices and Archdeacons.

Roberts was presented at the Chelmsford Quarter Sessions, charged with failing
to minister communion in agreement with the Anglican rite. 93

In

1586 at the

Chelmsford Quarter Sessions a shoemaker, Glascoke, was declared to be of malicious intent

be~ause

he rent certain pages out of the Book of Common Prayer

which pertained to the ritual of Baptiam. 94

At the same Hssions, Robert

Edmonda and William Lewyse were accused in an indictment of retusing to wear
the surplice. 95
To counteract their loss of religious freedom, the Puritan ministers
persistently petitioned the Council explaining their position.

They pointed

out that their divergencies were not designed to be subversive, that the
Puritans recognized the Crown's authority and accepted the substance ot the
religious legislation, that the deviations were committed and practiced because
the external torma of worship were contrar;y to the word ot God as they, the
Puritans, understood it. 96

The Counoil never oonsidered the logic of the

Puritan argument and tinally ordered John W'hitgitt, the Arohbishop ot Canterb\1r3
2

9 1'. W. Davida, Annals of Evangelical Nonconformity in the County of
Essex, pp. 67-68.

93H.M.S., Tenth Report, p. 479.

94 Ibid•

p.

480.

95Ibid , p. 480.

96 Davida ,

Annals of Noncontormity in Essex, pp. 77-83.

and John Aylmer, the Bishop or London, to silence all the Puritan c18r,B3. 97
In the Puritan serYioes and in the Puritan teaching there waa nothing

disruptive.

Not to wear a surplice nor follow the baptismal rite of making the

sign of the cross hardly meant that the Puritans were intriguing against the
governllent.

Yet the Privy Council vas so fearful of any discrepancy in the

established pattern that even people

undoubte~

any freedom to practice their religion.

loyal to the Crown were denied

The Puritans. however. were not only

denied the right of religious freedom, but vera deprived of any personal and
political freedom as well and for the aam8 reason - they were Puritans.
The Puritans vere continually presented before the Justices, Arch-

deacons and even before the Council steadily fJ;"om 1578 onward and this waa only
possible because each Puritan was thoroughly deprived of any private or personal rights in regard to religious worship.

The officials' knowledge of the

Puritans was so detailed that neither women of high social status eluded the
law,98 nor did COIDoners who advanced every possible excuse. 99
Distinct from the continual court appearances which the Council demauded, the Puritans were also arrested arbitrarily from time to time.

In

1582, almost as an offshoot to the DoJllicili817 Visitation of Richard Topcliffe
against the Catholics, there were also secret raids directed against the homes
of suapected Puritans.

In January 1582, the house of Lord Rich was assailed

97Edwards. !ylish tistoq from Essex Sources, "Haldon Borough
Records", p. 8.
98H.M.S., Tenth Report, pp. 467-69.

-

99 Ibid , p. 478.
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and the entire household was arrested. lOO

In addition there were the, periodic

. incursions against the homes of the Puritan clergy conducted by Whitgift, Aylmel
and their assistants.
Besides the presentments and arrests, the Puritans were also circumscribed in a different way.

In a time of emergency such as when Spain threat-

ened from 1585 to 1588 and then again in 1592 and 1596, the Puritans were
arrested and delivered to the prisons at Ely and Banbury and their military
assets sequestrated. 101 Contradictory as it appears, since the Puritans were
bitterly anti-Catholic, this was the design of the Privy Council.

When the

safety of Essex was in jeopardy, the Council regarded anyone who was not an
Anglican as a potential antagonist and dealt with him accordingly.
The thinking of the Council that the Puritans were enemies was strongly
influenced because of the activities of a sect in Essex, the Brownists or
Separatists.

The Brownists advocated non-conformity and this doctrine

threatened the peace and security of England.

serious~

The government never tolerated

this teaching and no sooner were the Brownists organized than they were
dissolved.

In 1581 when the Separatists arranged for their first conventicle, thei)
leaders, William Collett and John Hartford, were arrested and the conventicle
movement ended as it began - quickly.102
100,

Once the conventicle system was

Lemon, Calendar - Domestic, II, p. 43.
10L
-vasent, Acts, XXIII (1592), pp. 40-42, 106-09. The Privy Council
records for 1585 are missing but the records ot 1592 and 1596 state that the
Council employed this program in 1585.
102
Edwards t English History trom Essex Sources, tt Archdeaconry of
Colchester Act Book", pp. 9-10.

exposed, the leader of' the sect, Robert Browne, had pamphlets distributed that
expressed his tenets.

Like his attempt to establish conventicles, this tech-

nique to spread Separatism also failed, for in 1583 three persons were arrested
for passing out these pamphlets and were sentenced to death in accord with the
Elizabethan law that prohibited aQ10ne from circulating presumed subversive
literature, a context extended to embrace the Brownist dootrine.

103

with-

standing these punishments the Brownists continued to exist underground, but
were no source of trouble until after 1588 when the Council relaxed its whole
program of radical enforcement ot the laws of England.

When the Brownists

stepped up their preaching at that time the Council again lashed out.

In 1593,

in a flUTr,1 of acid coercion, the Council executed the Brownist leaders through
hangings and the IIOvement was buried. 104
Because of the Brownists and because of the plan of the Council to insulate Essex from

an:f

non-oonforl!'li ty, the Puritans were harnessed.

Yet t the

betr~ England to Spain. 105
106 and
Elizabeth's greatest advisors, Walsingham and Leioester in the Council
Purl tans despised the Brownists and would never

Petre and Heneage in Parliament,l07 knew that the Puritans were staunoh 101&1ists and counselled the Queen to incorporate the Puritans into an Anglioan
front and present Spain with a militant t Protestant England.

Nevertheless t the

Privy Council, influenoed tremendously by the Anglioan hierarcb3. never
l03Davids , Annals ot Nonoonformity in Essex, pp .. 68-69.
l04Edwarda , English Riston 'rom Essex Sources, "Archdeaconry ot Essex
Act Book", p. 9.
105Edwards , English History from Essex Sources, p. 3.

106Read, Walsingham and Elizabeth, II, pp. 260-66.
107Davida , Annals of Nonconformity in Essex, pp. 80-81.

disassociated itself from the mistaken supposition that all

non-conro~sts.

and this included the Pur! tans, were dangerous to the saretJ or Essex.

CBAPrER VI
PRIVY COUNCIL CONTROL OF ESSEX THROUGH THE HARSH TREATMENT
ooLED OUT TO CATHOLICS

When Elizabeth I became the Queen ot England there was a tair proportion

ot English Catholics in Essex.
the reign ot the Catholic Queen,

In the lears immediatel1 preceding 1558, during

Mal7 I, this minoritl had enjoled the privi-

lege ot religious treedom denied since the reign ot HeJU'1 VIII, but when Elizabeth passed the Acts ot Unitormitl and ot Supremacl in 1559, this right again
was abrogated.

Because ot this denial, Elizabeth and the Council teared that

the English Catholics would demand toleration.

This in turn worried the govern-

ment since a demand tor toleration contlicted with the aim ot the monarch1 to
use one religion as a means to establish contormity and peace.

Furthermore the

government teared that this right to religious treedom would be the stepping
stone trom which a revolt bl insurrectionar,. English Catholics backed bl Spain
would be launched against the Crown.

Nothing struck more terror into the Privy

Council as this thought and the Council deployed ever,. means possible to render
Catholicism null and void in the county ot Essex.
Since it was not until 15'70 (the Ridolti Conspiracl) that the Privy
Council tormall1 realized that a link was torged between Catholics within and
without England, it also was not extremely' ditticult until 15'70 tor an Englishman to be a Catholic despite the law.

Again the reason tor this anomaly' derived

trom the government· s hope that all the ditterent religious minorities would be
reconciled to the Acts ot 1559.

Theretore, in contradistinction to the later
hn

years - in the early years the Catholics were seldom subjected to restraints only once were they aesaulted.

This outburst in 1561, however, was not inaig-

niticant nor designed by the Council to be so.

Intended to torewarn the

Catholics that the tuture held nothing but harsh repression if they did not
acquiesce in the Anglican taith, in 1561 the twin pillars ot Catholicism in
Essex, the Thomas Wharton and Edward Waldegrave families, were toppled to the
~round.

The storm broke in April 1561 tollowing the arrest ot a priest, John
poxe, alias Devon, who confessed that he offered Mass at the Whartona and Waldegraves and that he was an interlocutor between the Catholics in Essex and exiles
a.broad.

l08

From the confession it was apparent that the homes ot the WhartoDS

a.nd Waldegraves served as a rendezvous tor priests and

~n.

To stop this

communication, the Earl of Oxford, the Lord Lieutenant ot Essex, secretly
searched the quarters ot the two families and used military pressure to arrest
11

significant number of their households.

They then were brought before the

Commission of Oyer at Brentwood in June and were indicted for engaging in unlawtul practices which were designed to be subversive. 109

Following two ~s

ot court proceedings a conviction was returned at the Assize and the Catholics,
tiepending upon the person, were sentenced in various ways.

They were either

Fined and imprisoned in the Tower as was Wharton and both Sir Edward and Lady
~aldegrave; fined and imprisoned at Ely or Banbury, as was Lord Hastings of
~ughborough,

r.teet.

or, as in the cue of George Felton, fined and committed to the

In all, some thirty persona were imprisoned, some of whom never were

lOBLemon, Calendar - Domestic, I, pp. 173-74; B.C. Foley, "The
Breaking of the Storm", in Essex Recusant, III, No.1, pp. 2-6.
l09Lemon, Calendar - Domestic, It pp. 173-74; Foley, "Breaking of the
Storm", in Essex Recusant, III, No.1, pp. 6-10.

released.

110

The Privy Oounci1 delivered a heavy blow against Catholicism in

Essex by this coercion, and the possibility that the Oatholics in England would
align themselves with Catholics outside was greatl1 reduced.
In the years that immediatel1 followed, Elizabeth and the Oounci1 never
rea111 feared an uprising of the Oatho1ics in Essex.

The Oatholics were pre-

sented at the court for disobedience to the laws of 1559, but those who
appeared were few in nwaber, while the punishments prescribed were minimal.
In 1510 this complacency was radica111 altered.

111

Due to the sentence of Pope

Pius V against Elizabeth and the concomitant conspiracy in Norfolk, the go.,ernment judged that the Catholics in England with the support of Spain would rise
up against the regiMe

Rather than a friend that could be reconciled the

Catholics became an enell1 to be destroyed.

Following orders of the Oouncil to

both the Bishop of London and the magistrates of Essex which directed the. to
enforce the laws of 1559 with greater authority and perse.,erance, a series of
investigations were conducted that exposed the activities of recalcitrant
As examples,the Burre famill of Barking was arrested in 1575 for

Oatholics.

passing along seditious books imported from overseas, 112 and in 1577 the Binks
brothers of l1nchingfie1d were arrested and convicted for preaching Oatholicism
and disobedience to the laws of England.

113

Then in 1577 and 1578 the Bishop

of London proceeded with another loyalty check for Essex and fourteen more
110

~,

pp. 10-20.

111H• M• S •• Tenth Report, pp. 471-73; Edwards, Enalish History froll
Essex Sources, "Archdeaconry of Essex Act Book", p. 11.
112
Daunt • .!s!!" IX, p. 35; O·Leary, "The Burre Famil1 of Barking".
in Essex Recusant, Vol. II, No.3, p. 97.
113H.M.S.! Tenth Report, p. 4 76.

recusants were detected.

114

The Council then wielded its authority and imprisoned for indefinite periods those like Rook Greene who remained obstinate. 115
Despite the increased pressure brought to bear upon the Catholics of

Essex in the decade of 1570, there was not an intensified drive to destroy
Catholicism until 1580.

The priests, the spokesmen for the Catholics. were

left unmolested for the most part.

John Woodward, a Marian priest, offered

Mass at Ingatestone Hall under the protection of the Petre family until 1577
and then left England unscathed for Rouen. 116 Even the seminary priest and
later martyr, John Plqne, who was arrested in 1577 was allowed to leave Essex
and return to Douai. 117 The leniency however did not linger long after Payne
was released.

By 1578 and 1579 the number of seminary priests in England had

increased noticeablJ.

Since the priests, according to the conciliar concept,

were supported by Spain and were in England to disseminate dangerous doctrine,
the Council decided it could not be tolerant.

Because of the interconnection

between the priests and laymen, the Council also decidi!d that the Catholics as
a group had to be eliminated regardless of whether they were loyalists who
wanted toleration or were actual rebels.
To blot out Catholicism in Essex the Council could have deported every
Catholic.

However, this program would only have intensified the fears of the

114
Lemon, Calendar - Domestic, I, p. 640; Dasent, Acts, X. p. 313;
Sister Gabriel,"Essex Papists in l578",in Essex Recusant. VOl: II, No.1, p. 3.
l15Daaent , Acts, X, p. 327; Sister Gabriel, "Essex Papists in 1578",
in Essex Recusant, Vol. II, No.1, p. 3.
116
B. C. Foley, "John Woodward, Marian Priest", in Essex Recusant,
Vol. IV. No.1. pp. 13-15.
l17Foley, "Payne the Seminary Priest", in Essex Recusant, Vol. II,
No.2, pp. 49-52.

Council for, outside England, the Catholics would find a source ot support for
their cause and the possibilit7 ot an invasion of England would increaee. 118
As an alternative the Council could bave exeouted every priest in Essex.

But,

to furnish the Catholics inside England with mart"rs would not cause the taith
to die; turther, it would provide England's enemy with an even stronger reason

tor an invuion. Without provoldng Spain, the Council had to rind a method to
immobilize the Catholics in Essex.

For the paralJsis. the recusants in the

count7 were subjected to a 81stem ot presentments, tines and imprisonments.
Betore it established this procedure, the Council deelled it necesH.r7 tc
SIIother the protagonists of the Catholic taith, the seminar,y priests trom overse....

To carry through this goal, the Council inundated the Essex seacoast

wi th agents and atter the.e searchers exposed Harwich ... the landing point in

1582 rewer and rewer priests disem'barked.
number ot priests

alrea~

119

However, b1 1582, a substantial

had entered so that the major task betore the Council

was not to prevent the entrance of the clergy but to deteot their whereabouts.
To hunt down the priests, ordilUU7 people who valued the government's cash,
loca.l authorities and speCial agents, were all consoripted.

Through the use of

various teohniques such as vo1untar,. imprisonments ot these Crown representatives along with the Catholics, a majority ot the priests in loex were detected.

In particular, John Payne, Edmond Campion and their eleven associates

were arrested in 1582 and atter the execution of Payne and the imprisonment ot
118
Roger Merriman, "Some Notes on the Treatllent ot the English Catholic.
in the Reign or Elizabethff. American Historical Review. Vol. XIII (April, 19(8)
pp. 481-82.
119l)aaent,

.!.il!..

XIII, pp.294, 299-301.

the rest, Essex was virtually shut off from the influence ot the sellinBr1
priests.

l20

Once the priests were enchained, the Council then embarked on the

more important program of circumscribing the Catholic lait,. through the pattern
of presentments, fines and imprisonments.
To ruin the Catholics it was necesury to know who they were and as the
prerequisite to its plan of attack, the Counoil sponsored a series ot seoret
raids upon the homes of suspeoted recusants.

In this regard the JIlOst notorious

of all the onslaughts was the Dolliciliary Visitation oonduoted tmder the auspice. of Richard Topoliffe in 1582.

In conjunction with all the Essex magis-

trates, Topeliffe assaulted every home in Essex which he considered might eithex
contain or harbor recuaants121 and through the use of extorted contessions he
provided the Council with information about all the Catholics in Essex, some
of whOll the Council had never suspected.
Once the Cotmcil knew which of its English subjects were Catholic, it
spawned the first aspect of its repression, the presentments before the courts,
of all Catholics who failed to attend church services in conformit,. with the
lawlS of England.

In June 1.581 the largest number ot male recuaants to that dat.

were accused and for the tirst time gentlewomen, women ot high social status,
such as Maria, Lady Petre, also were Charged.
presentment.

l22

In January there was a second

Two such occurrences in a ,.ear was a novelt,. and at this

l2°Daaent , .!!.a, XIII, pp. 347-48, 402.
'ole,., "Payne the Seminar;T
Priest", in &ssex aecusant, II, No.2, pp. 52-61.

121
Dasent. ~, XIII, pp. 382-83.
12'&.M.S.! Tenth Report, pp. 467-69.
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proceeding the number indicted was greater than that of the previous June. l23
Continually thereafter. except for the interlude from 1588 to 1592, Catholics in
vast numbers were arraigned often within a year.

At the midsummer sessions ot

1584; l24 at the Quarter Sessions of 1586; 125 at the Quarter Sessions of 1593; 126
the lists drawn up by the bishops, ot Catholics charged with breaking the law,
were exhaustive.

The case histories ot a few Essex families proved this.

The Burre family from Barking was presented at the Quarter Sessions in
March 1582 and before the year was out they appeared three more times.
returned to the court twice in 1583 and twice in 1584.

They

In the following year

the family was indicted on four different occasions and in 1586 on three.

From

then until 1598. the family was never presented less than once per year. 127
What was true for the Burre family was also true for the other leading households in Essex such as the Thomas Hale, 128 Thomas More 129 and Thomas Wiseman
families. 130
123Ibid , pp. 477-78.
124 Ibid , pp. 479-80.
125Sister Catherine. "Essex Recusants in July 1586". in Essex Recusant,
Vol. I. No.2. pp. 75-77.
l26Dasent. Acts. XVIII (1589-1590). pp. 406-07; H. G. Emmison,
"Certificates of theBishops of Recusant. 1593-1610". Guide to Essex Quarter
Sessions.
1270tLeary, "The Burre Family of Barking", in Essex Recusant, Vol. II,
No.3, p. 98.
128B• Foley, "The Hale Family of Walthamstow". in Essex Recusant.
Vol. I, No. I, pp. 20-23.
129Shanahan, "The Family of St. Thomas More in Essex, 1581-1640". in
Essex Recusant. Vol. It No.2. pp. 68-71.
130O'Leary, "Fau1kbourne", in Essex Recusant, Vol. VI, No.1, p. 29.

Since the presentments were not a panacea that would prevent the Catholics trom beginning a revolt, the Council also imprisoned the influential
Catholics of Essex.

Like the presentments, this second stage of the Council's

attack also was motivated for political, not ecclesiastical reasons.

With all

of the Catholics of Essex in prison and especially those who wielded power, to
sustain a revolution would be impossible.
Until 1586, only the most influential recusants were incarcerated but
from that date there were wholesale detentions of all adult Catholics whenever
the Council feared that Spain might strike.

In 1586 when Spain loomed as a

threat, all of the Catholics were uprooted and confined to the prisons at Ely
or Banbury or to the homes of magistrates in Essex.13l In 1592 the situation
was repeatedl32 and in 1596 repeated again and also extended to include the
eldest son of any parent confined to his home because of health. 133
More important to the Council than the widespread confinement of the
Catholics in times of emergency were the restraints imposed upon individual
Catholics who were the acknowledged power figures in the county.

Rook Greene

of Little Sampford, one of the wealthiest landowners in Essex, was imprisoned
continually for twenty years from 1577 to 1597. 134 His counterpart in Manuden,
Thomas Crowley, also was locked up periodically from 1578 until 1603. 135 The
l31Dasent , ~, XVIII, pp. 406-07.
l32Dasent , Acts, XXIII (1592), pp. 106-09.
l33Dasent t ~t XXVI (1596-1597), pp. 322-23. 362-64.
4
l3 M•M• Nolan, "The Greene Family of Little Sampford", in Essex
Recusant, Vol. VI, No.3, p. 86.
l35N•M• Corcoran, "Crowley or Crawley of Manuden", in Essex Recusant,
Vol. VI, No.3, pp. 103-04.

48
same applied to other outstanding individuals in Essex such as Thomas· More II,
who spent four lears in the Marshalsea trom 1.582 to 1586,136 and Thollas Hale,
who was confined from 1585 to 1588. 137
To complement the policY' ot presentments and imprisonments to insure
that all the Catholics lost all power and influence, the Council also had each
recusant heavily fined.
According to the statute ot 1581, a fine of t20 a month was levied upon
each recusant who failed to attend his parish church.

According to the same

law, a twelve-month prison term was doled out to 8J11 person who heard Mass.
Thus when a recusant heard Mass and was caught he was imprisoned and unable to
attend his parish church.

As a result what was owed in fines atter a lear

amounted to a sum that was impossible to

pt!J.'1.

Since the Council was torever

exposing recusants tor hearing Mass and for not attending the parish church,
it was forever tilling the Exchequer records with soaring amounts that each
Catholic owed in tines. 1}8 As the case histories ot Greene and More prove,
recusants always owed the government more than theY' could ever

p8.1.

Rook Greene

and Thomas More II were contined behind walls in 1582 tor the specitied lear
prescribed for breaking the law.

Since neither attended his parish services
during that ,.ear, each owed the government 1:.240 at the Y'ear's conclusion. 139

Since each gentleman spent an additional tour Y'ears in prison, this meant that
l36Shanahan, "The More Family" t in Essex aecusant, Vol. I, No.2,
pp. 69-71.
l37Dasent ,

A9.!!" XVII, pp. 30-31.

138Mother Campbell, "Essex Recusants in an Exchequer Document,
1582-1649" t in Essex Recusant, Vol. It No.2, pp. 52-61.
139Ibid, PP. 52-53.

-

in

1.586 each owed hlOOO to the

wealthiest to pay.

monarc~,

a

SUID

impossible for all except the

Since recusants in general, and Greene and More in partic-

ular, could never pay the tines the Council enacted a second law in l.587 which

provided that when a person defaulted, the recusant's property and possessions
were sequestrated.

In other words, the tines were not imposed to gather revenu.

for the government but, rather, designed to shackle the Catholics with unsurmountable debts so that they lost all power and influence in the county.

So

effectively was this carried through that the Council often had to release indebted recusants from prison and allow them to return to their tarms or estates
or places ot business so that poverty would not blight the economic prosperity
Elizabeth had established. l40
In the pre-Armada period the success ot the Council's whole program

depended upon the secret searches ot recusant homes.
the same was true.

In the post-Armada period

From l.588 until 1592 the Catholic's underground had emerged

but the Council had not taken note.

When Spain threatened

Eng~d

again in

1592 t as she had previously in the 1580' s, the Council had to know again which
Englishmen were Catholics.

In 1593, a raid identical to that operated by

Topelitfe in 1.582 was directed against all Catholic homes, especially the Wiseman home, in north-west Essex. 141 Straightforward, all persons who were Catholics in the northwestern sector ot the county were noted and trom this base
the Council carried on the policy of presentments, imprisonments and fines atte]
1592 as previously described.
140,

For its work designed to stamp out the fines of

Dasent, Acts, XVII, p. 114.
141
Green, Calendar - Domestic, III, pp. 388, 406-0'7. Mother Nicholas,
"Some Recusant Families in North-West Essex in 1594", in Essex Recusant,
Vol. IV, No.3, pp. 94-102.

possible Catholic rebellion the Council was well rewarded.

Its programming had

destroyed the strength of the Catholics to such a degree that never once did
a Catholic uprising develop in Essex during Elizabeth's reign.

CONCLUSION
Throughout the dominion of Elizabeth from 1.558 to 1603, England vas
vulnerable to an invasion froll overseas through the county of Easex.

If the

PrlY7 Council were to defend the island, first of all it had to safeguard the
loyalty of luex.

With no previoue guidelines from which to base a program

that would secure this goal, the Council fashioned a course delineated to stine
any non-conformity in Essex, no IIl&tter what the origin or end of that dissent.
whether traditional Catholicism or radical Protestantism.

The Council believed

that in this W8.1 Spain would never find support within England upon which a
successful invasion by Spain depended.
Council vas proved correct.

In this thinking and in its progrtlJl the

In view of the fact that the reign of Elizabeth

vas plagued by subterfuge and further that the history and the

geograp~

of

Essex offered inviting possibilities for conspiracy, one fact stands out in the
relationship between the Privy Council and Essex froll 1558 to 1603 and that
fact is that no plot nor conspiracy for the overthrow of Elizabeth was ever
launched, and that the pattern of Essex was proven loyalty to the Crown.
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